MIRKA LEROS SANDING SYSTEM
PART NUMBER: MKLEROSDENET
Stock Removal – 34% More Compound
The stock removal capabilities of Mirka LEROS are
outstanding when used with the Abranet discs. Mirka
LEROS removes 34% more compund in the same time as a
comparable competitor tool.

Dust-Free Solution For Sanding
Pair Abranet® Abrasives with the Mirka® LEROS to complete
the system for the ultimate dust-free solution for sanding.

Due to the full force system, dual suction points and the
unique net features of the Abranet discs the surface finish is
both smooth and dust-free.
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Comparison of stock removal between Mirka LEROS (Abranet P120)
and a comparable competitor tool (abrasive grit P120).

The Mirka® LEROS must be used as a complete sanding
system and must be used with the DE-1230-PC otherwise
2 + 1 limited warranty will be affected.
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COMPLETE WALL AND CEILING SANDING SYSTEM
PART NUMBER: MKLEROSDENET

100 Granton Drive, Unit 2
Richmond Hill, Ontario
P. 1-800-590-5799

wallboardtrim.com

E. customerservice@wallboardtrim.com

Perfection from any angle.
Orbital Sanding Head Less than 8 lbs. 180° flexibility. 100% comfort.

COMPLETE WALL AND CEILING SANDING SYSTEM

The Complete System
Mirka® LEROS, the lightest brushless electric wall
and ceiling sander on the market.
This unique tool has features like no other
comparable sander on the market.

Extended Sanding (MIW-EXT)

Transportation and Storage (MIW-BAG)

The T-shaped handle gives you the opportunity to reach
higher up or vary your working positions in order to avoid
fatigue. When the extension shaft is assembled the tool will
gain an additional 19" of reach without the use of a ladder.

The carrying bag is made of durable materials that stand up to
wear and tear in different working environments. In addition
to being a practical storage solution, the bag protects the tool
from dust and damages while being transported.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power input
Speed
Orbit
Noise level LpA
Vibration level
Weight
Size of pad

7.7 lbs

350 W

.75"

4,000–8,000 rpm
5.0 mm

180°

84 dB
2.5 m/s2

180˚ flexible sanding head

7.7 lbs

Practical and ergonomic to use

9"

Dust-free perfection
Dual suction ensures efficient dust extraction

Compact design
Easy to sand hard-to-reach areas

Clear and easy control panel

Brushless motor

Variable speed control with a soft start function

T-shaped handle
Possibility to use different grips
Hose protection

Ensures constant speed and less maintenance

Ergonomic
Less stress on your body

Random orbital movement
Smoother finish and easy to operate

